Are We Getting Smarter? features fascinating new material on a variety of topics including the effects of intelligence in the developing world; the impact of rising IQ scores on the death penalty, cognitive ability in old age and the language abilities of youth culture; as well as controversial topics of race and gender. He ends with the message that assessing IQ goes astray if society is ignored. As IQ scores continue to rise into the twenty-first century, particularly in the developing world, the ‘Flynn effect’ marches on. Reviews. &e Flynn has made this field his own &e This bookâ€™s strengths a Getting Smart supports innovations in learning, education & technology. Our mission is to help more young people get smart & connect to the idea community.Â Jones-Carey Emily Liebtag Emily Riley Eric Ban Eric Tucker Eric Nentrup Erik Day Erin Gohl Erin Mote Founders Marketing Gabrielle Rappolt-Schlichtmann Getting Smart Services Greg Garner Guest Author Jamie Back Janice Walton Jessica Slusser John Hardison Juan Cabrera Justin Aglio Karen Vander Ark Karla Phillips-Krivickas Kate Cochran Katie Vander Ark Katie Martin Kelly Nicolls Kelly King Kiara Lewis Kristen Thorson. Life Lessons Found in Death. The fascinating thing is, as much as it is a book about death, it is also very much a book about life. There are few professions in the world that require such an utterly relentless pursuit of perfection as that of the warrior. The warriorâ€™s life depends on developing an ever-increasing level of skill and proficiency, physically, mentally and spiritually.Â The book not only gives us a glimpse into the mental models of the past, but also shows us that many of the philosophies and life lessons within, are still applicable in the present. 1. &e Two Ways of Thinking.&e On Medium, smart voices and original ideas take center stage - with no ads in sight. Watch. Make Medium yours.